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manufacturers that use the solidworks software have the need to
run inventory reconciliation. this program takes this serial number

and compares it to the inventory that was already reconciled. it
ensures that the numbers match up. pharmaceutical

manufacturers and their contract manufacturing/packaging
partners (cmos/cpos) facing regulations for serialized product
identification and traceability must have a reliable, always on
solution for generating, storing, and managing thousands to

millions of unique serial numbers. such serialized product
identifiers must be created across varying levels of packaging

(unit, case, etc.). in one of the examples, the manufacturer is dell
and the product is an inspiron laptop. the serial number on the first
row, in this case, is 40000, and the last five digits are abcde. if you
change the product name or the serial number of the first row, the
software will still find the correct list, as long as you don't delete

the first row, you just change the text or the serial number. in this
example, the first row of the file list the manufacturer as dell and
the product as an inspiron laptop. the serial number on the first
row is 123456, and the last five digits are abcde. again, if you

change the product name or the serial number of the first row, the
software will still find the correct list, as long as you don't delete
the first row, you just change the text or the serial number. if you
import the file, you can select which product codes to associate. if

you already have a list of imei and serial numbers, you can just
select those from the file. if you're entering new ones, you can
select the ones you need by typing them into the box. the new
imei or serial numbers will replace any existing ones on your

system.
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